This paper deals with the influence of variation in combustion chamber pressure on an arcjet plasma source for an arcjet-assisted thruster. Arcjets have been applied to chemical thrusters in order to promote combustion and augment performance. Some groups reported that combustion of solid propellant and monopropellant such as SHP163 was successfully sustained with arcjet. Arc discharge is, however, negatively influenced by variation in combustion chamber pressure. Hence, we propose to apply active control to arcjet-assisted chemical thruster in order to stabilize combustion. The controller design requires the response of arcjets to variation in combustion chamber pressure variation. In this study, we investigated the influence of step-like pressure change on arcjet exit using a combustion chamber simulator. In the combustion chamber simulator, pressure was suddenly increased from 0.1 to 0.35 MPa using a nitrogen-filled buffer with a burst diaphragm. For a pressure rise of 0.15 MPa with a time constant of 0.2 s, arc discharge was interrupted immediately after sudden rise in pressure of the combustion chamber simulator. From the results, arcjet was negatively affected by the combustion chamber pressure.
Nomenclature

p
: Pressure of combustion chamber simulator.
Ps
: Probability of at which arc discharge was sustained even after sudden rise in pressure was induced in combustion chamber pressure. p : Pressure increment in combustion chamber simulator. V : Discharge voltage increment owing to sudden rise in combustion chamber simulator.
Introduction
An arcjet is applied to liquid and solid propellant thrusters to promote combustion and enhance performance.
1-3) Figure 1 shows a schematic of an arcjet-assisted liquid propellant thruster. Arc arcjet, which is a high enthalpy flow, is fed to a combustion chamber in order that combustion is immediately completed in a small combustion chamber. This design possibly improves performance and downsizes the combustion chamber. Figure 2 depicts an arcjet and working-fluid flow. Arc discharge is induced between a cathode and nozzle anode. Working gas is converted into an arc plasma, and heated by the Joule heating. Through an anode nozzle, enthalpy of arc plasma is converted into kinetic energy, and the arcjet source produces a supersonic jet.
Arc discharge is, however, affected by variation in nozzle exit pressure, i.e., pressure of the combustion chamber. Hence, thrusters with arcjet-assisted combustion are possibly influenced by pressure change in combustion chamber. We propose to apply active control to arcjet-assisted thruster in order to stabilize combustion. A computer measures pressures in plenum and combustion chambers, and adjusts arc discharge current and mass flow rate so that the thruster yields stable thrust with relatively high performance. The controller design requires the response of arcjet to combustion chamber pressure variation. In this study, we prototyped a combustion chamber simulator that gave sudden change in combustion chamber pressure to arcjets in order to investigate the response of arcjet to sudden change in combustion chamber pressure. The simulator induced pressure variation ranging from 0.05 to 0.3 MPa. Figure 3 show a schematic of a prototyped radiatively-cooled arcjet. The cathode was a 2-mm-diam thoriated tungsten rod to reduce the electrode erosion. The anode was made of copper tungsten which had relatively high melting point of 1338 K and better machinability than tungsten. To prevent irregular electric discharge, a ceramic insulator tube was inserted between the body and cathode. Because supersonic jet was not necessary for promoting combustion, the arcjet had no divergent section. The diameter and length of constrictor are 1 mm.
Prototyped arcjet
Radiatively-cooled arcjet
Water-cooled arcjet
A water-cooled-arcjet shown in Fig. 4 , was prototyped to investigate the influence of rise in combustion chamber pressure. An anode was made of copper, which has relatively high heat conductivity among metals, and was cooled with water flow. Despite the complex structure, a water-cooled arcjet generally produces a stable arc discharge in comparison with radiatively-cooled arcjet owing to thermal pinch effect. When an arc column is cooled by the surrounding gas, it usually shrinks and enhanses current density. This increases arc plasma temperature and pressure, and accordingly stabilizes arc discharge. Arc plasma was expelled through the prototyped nozzle had a convergent section, and a constrictor of 1 mm and 12.4 mm in diameter and length. Figure 5 shows a schematic of experimental apparatus. Argon, which was used as a working fluid for arcjet because it is easily ionized, was stored in a vessel, and supplied to arcjet through a mass flow controller. Arc discharge current was supplied with a regulated current power supply through a ballast resistor to the arcjet. For ignition, a train of 5000-V-peak pulses of 60 Hz in repetitive frequency were supplied by an ignition transformer. Figure 6 shows a picture of the combustion chamber simulator for providing sudden change in pressure to the nozzle exit of the arcjets. A buffer with a burst diaphragm was connected to the combustion chamber simulator to raise the pressure in combustion chamber simulator rapidly. Values of p were varied by adjusting an exhaust valve, which was connected to the simulator, and initial nitrogen pressure in the buffer. Ballast resistors were inserted between the cathode and power supply. This is because arcjet generally presents negative resistance, which destabilizes arc discharge. Ballast resistors of 1 and 2 were used since the arcjet presented 1 class resistance. Figure 7 illustrates a schematic diagram of the buffer with a burst diaphragm for giving sudden pressure increment in the combustion chamber simulator. The buffer, which was initially filled with compressed nitrogen, and rapidly increased pressure in the combustion chamber simulator at a time constant of 0.2 s after an electromagnetic actuator breaks the diaphragm. Initially, buffer was filled with nitrogen at pressures from 0.18 to 0.74 MPa, and the exhaust valve was adjusted so that the combustion chamber simulator presented a target value of p. Argon started to be fed, and then arc discharge was ignited by producing sparks between the electrode at 60 Hz. After arc discharge was stabilized, nitrogen was supplied from the buffer to the combustion chamber simulator by breaking a diaphragm of the buffer. The response of plenum chamber pressure, and discharge voltage were recorded with a computer. 
Experimental apparatus
Combustion chamber simulator
Buffer
Experimental procedure
Results and discussion
Time history of discharge voltage, pressure of plenum chamber and mass flow rate of argon
Figures 8 shows time historiy at p= 0.15 MPa for the watercooled arcjet with a ballast resistor of 1 . As illustrated in Fig.  8 , a sudden change in combustion chamber simulator increased plenum chamber pressure and, then intermitted arc discharge. Simultaneously, discharge voltage was increased to 120 V, which was an open circuit voltage. Some tests show such intermission of arc discharge due to pressure increase.
In constant, an arc discharge was sustained despite sudden variation in pressure of the combustion chamber simulator. Figure 9 shows the time history at p=0.20 MPa for the watercooled arcjet. Arc discharge voltage was increased by 6 V by pressure rise in combustion chamber simulator, and then returned to an initial value of 13 V.
Under the same experimental condition, arc discharge was intermitted at a probability Ps. Ps was dependent on ballast resistor, and p. This will be described in the next section. 
The effect of pressure rise p and ballast resistor
Figures 10 and 11 show probability at which electric discharge was sustained after pressure rise in combustion chamber simulator Ps. Increasing p decreases Ps for both arcjets. Figures 12 and 13 show the correlation between ratio of voltage increment to the original value V/V and p. No data is present at p=0.15, 0.2, 0.25 MPa for radiatively-cooled, and at p=0.2, 0.25 MPa for water-cooled for ballast resistor of 1 because arc discharge was interrupted by pressure rise in the simulator. From this result, increasing p interrupted arc discharge at higher probability.
Ballast resistor affected Ps, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11 . The ballast resistor of 1 shows lower Ps than that of 2 This is attributable to negative resistance of arc discharge. Increasing ballast resistance stabilizes electric circuit and resultantly arcjet. From this result, electric circuit needs to be robust against sudden pressure change, in order that arcjet sustains stable arc discharge even after nozzle exit pressure is suddenly increased. 
Summary
We investigated the influence of variation in combustion chamber pressure on arcjets for an arcjet-assisted thruster to design active control system for stabilize arcjet-assisted combustion and to enhancing performance. The following are the summary of this study.
We propose to apply active control to arcjet-assisted thruster in order to stabilize combustion in arcjet assisted chemical thrusuters. The controller design requires the response of arcjets to variation in combustion chamber pressure. Radiatively and water-cooled arcjets were prototyped, and tested to evaluate the influence of pressure change on arcjet exit using a combustion chamber simulator. In the combustion chamber simulator, pressure was rapidly increased by 0.1 to 0.35 MPa using a nitrogen-filled buffer with a burst diaphragm.
Pressure rise in combustion chamber simulator p affected probability of maintaining arc discharge after pressure rise p. Ps was lowered with increasing p. Ballast resistor of 2 showed higher Ps. From this result, ballast resistor made a contribution to robustness against sudden change in combustion chamber pressure. Radiatively-cooled-arcjet Water-cooled-arcjet
